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AGSWDA ITRM 9 (-j&l 

GBRSRAL DEBATE 

Ilr. (Lao People’s Democratic Republic) (spoke in Lao: 

interpretation from lrench text furnished by the delegation): On behalf of 

the Poople’r Democrstic Republic of Laos, I rhould like to congratulate you, 

Sir, on your election to thd presidency of the General assembly at ita 

forty-sixth measion. Aware of your broad experience and your profound 

knowledge of international affairs, I express the hope that this important, 

forty-rixth, session will be crowned by particular IUCCOE~. 

I allao take this opportunity to express my sincere congratulations to 

Mr. Guido de Marco on his dynamic leadership of the work of the forty-fifth 

session and alro to Mr. Jawier Peres de Cuellar, Secretary-General of our 

Organiration, on his energetic and tireless efforts to settle regional 

conflicts and to safeguard international peace awl security ic this VW era of 

world e and cooperation. 
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We extend 8 uarm welcome to the delegations of the new Members of our 

Organisation, namely, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, the Republic 

of Korea, the Republic of the Marshall Islands, the Federated States of 

Micronesia, the Republic Of Estonia, the Republic of Latvia and the Republic 

of Lithuania. 

The international situation continues to undergo changes. Generally 

speaking, a new era of peace and cooperation has begun. and the risks of 

nuclear confrontation have progressively lessened. The two great Powers, the 

Soviet Union and the United States, have just concluded a Treaty on the 

reduction of strategic arms, and, along with the recent proposals made by the 

United States, this creates conditions favourable to the efforts of the 

nations and peoples of the world to promote relations of friendship and 

cooperation in the economic, cultural, scientific and technical areas, on the 

basis of respect for mutual interests and the principles of peaceful 

coexistence. 

Whilst the overall world situation has been marked by &&&Q and the 

promotion of international cooperation, many uncertainties persist. The era 

of confrontation and of the cold war seems to be drawing to an end. The new 

world political order, which is intended to be just and equitable, does not 

yet seem to be clearly defined. Recent experience has shown us that peace, 

independence and the national sovereignty of peoples are far from being 

guaranteed, and, therefore, there is uncertainty in certain regions and fresh 

confusion in others. Certainly we want a new world political order - but an 

order capable of guaranteeing the legitimate interests of peoples. We also 

want economic cooperation between States, particularly between the developed 

Horth and the developing South, but it must be equitable. As for 
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multilateralism %nd the United Nations, we feel that they need to be further 

strengthened, so as to be able to serve appropriately the legitimate interests 

and aspirations of the small. as well as the large, countries of the world. 

fn my delegation's opinion. the United Natioris should play an important role 

also in the process of consolidating &Q&Q and cooperation and also in 

safeguarding end strengthening its Charter in order to guarantee the interests 

of all peoples. In this light, we should engage in consultations in depth so 

as to make our Organirstion mare democratic and adept it to the new and 

changing realities of our world. 

As we all know, the efforts to settle world and regional conflicts have 

yielded some fruitful results, thus helping to promote international peace, 

security and cooperation. Eowever, many contradictions %nd conflicta persist 

in certain regions. 

In South Africa, for example, the black population's struggle, under the 

leadership of the African National Congress, against repreasiou and violence 

has taken on unprecedented scope. placing the South African authorities on the 

defensive in every respect and forcing them to negotiate. In spite of certain 

positive developments, the system of apartheid and its main foundations remain 

intact. It is incumbent on our Organioation to reaffirm its support for the 

struggle for the total elimination of apartheid and for the establishment of a 

united, equal society in South Africa in which all the inhabitants, without 

distinction as to race, will enjoy the same democratic freedoms. 

In the Middle East the situation remains disturbing. Israel continues 

its occupation of the Palestinian territory and other Ar%b territories. If 

this conflict is to be resolved, it is essential #at the interests of all the 

countries concerned be taken duly into account. fn this regard, we endorse 
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the initiative for the convaning of the International Peace Conference on the 

Middle Kant, in accordance with Security Council resolutions 242 (1967), of 

22 November 1967, and 336 (1973), of 22 December 1973, and the legitimate 

national rights of the 3alsstinian people, particularly the right to 

self-determination. 

In the Permian Gulf, ths criris that ahook the entire region and the 

world was resolved, but not without difficulties. The State of Kuwait, a 

full-fledged Member of our Organisation, has regained its independence and its 

territorial integrity. However, many post-war difficulties remain. All the 

p-rties concerned must therefore diaplay greater restraint and strive to 

settle this problem by peaceful meana, on the baais of equity and justice. 

In Central AmerSca the peace process is continuing despite the obstacles 

which have arisen. The Government and people of Laos express their solidarity 

with the peoples of that region as they attempt to regain their full 

sovereignty and independence. 

In the Korean peninsuln the situation ia still a cause for concern. 

However, the Lao People's Democratic Republic feels reassured by the progress 

made at recent meetings between high authorities of the two parts of Korea. 

The admission of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the Republic of 

Korea to the United Nations is another important step towar-'s the peaceful 

reunification of Korea in accordance with the aspirations of the eutire Korean 

people. 
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In West k8is, the situstion 18 aot fro* from tearion, In the itopublic of 

Afphanintaa, the bloody civil war contiauos to fag.. Ue support the wise and 

realistic five-point initiative of the Sacrotary-General aimed at settling 

this coaflict. It is high time that l ll partior coacoraod orprees thorrelvor 

firmly in its favour in ordor to put an i-diato mad to tbe civil war, 

achieve national haraony and agreement among Afghans and at last rostoro peace 

in tho region. 

In South-last Asia, thoro ham boon a general easing of tension. The 

countries in tho regioa era incrossing their contacts and further expanding 

their relationa of cooperation in the l coaomic, trsdo, cultural, technical and 

scientific aroaa. A sow ora of u and cooperstfoa has begun there and is 

now developing to the great benefit aad in the interests of the peoples of the 

entire region. We are pleased by this new propitious and beaoficial 

atmosphere prevailing in the region. 

An regards the Cambodian question, a giant step towards an overall 

political solution has just been taken. The Cambodian parties to the 

conflict, at their recent meetings at Pattsya in Thailand, at Peking in the 

People’s Republic of China, and at United Rations Uesdquarters in New York, 

reached agreement on an unlimited cease-fire, a proportional ballot for voting 

on the basis of provinces and so on. They are unanimous that His Royal 

Highness Prince Norodoa Sihanouk should assume the presidency of the Supreme 

National Council. The Lao Government and people sincerely welcome these 

decisions and hope they uill provide a further impetus to the effort at 

achieving reconciliation among Cambodiana and meking Cambodia en independent, 

sovereign. peacecul, neutral and non-ali.gned country having gc ,d relations 

vith ell countries, in prPrticular its close neighbours. 
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&a for ny count.ry, the Lao People’s Donocratic topublic, tha 

implomontation rinco 1989 of itr policy of ronoual ham moon thm furthor 

erpsnrion of ita economic, tradm, technical and scientific and other rolatiorrm 

with the outride world. Within the contort of thin aame policy, we are also 

carryirq out a proqremmive remtructurinq of our adminirtratlon in order to 

make it more rolevaat and bettor able to respond to tha roalitiar and new 

requirementa at the national, regional and international 1~01s. Thur aeveral 

leqirlative text8 - including the penal coda; and the law on labour, 

nationality, tha family, property, inheritance and so on - hava been prepared 

and other draft taxta are now being drawn up. Quits rsceatly tha first 

Constitution of the Republic guaranteeing the fundamental rights and freedoms 

of the Lao people ham juet been adopted by the Supreme People’s Assembly. We 

mincermly hope that the adoption of this fundamental law will lead to the 

progressive transformation of our country into a State based on law. In 

brief, we are now implemantinq this policy of renewal in all areas, with a 

view to the progressive enfranchisemant of this dsvslopin9 country, the 

promotion of popular democracy in social life in all its aspects and the 

guaranteeing of political stablility. order and social well-being. In this 

spirit, and moved by a burning deoire to live in peace, our psoplb will spare 

no effort to promote friendship with all peoples. It will continue to 

implement firmly its foreign policy of peace, independence, friendship and 

cooperation with all countries without distinction as to their political and 

social regime and on the basis of equal’ty, mutual respect. for independence 

and sovereignty and reciprocal ndvantage, thus contributing jointly with other 

paoplerr to the cause of peace, national independence, democracy and social 

progress. 
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Am we all know, durir,j the 19000 the overall qrorth of tlwelopisq 

countrimr svetsged 3 par cent annually, wherean durfog the l!JdOs and 1Y7Os it 

wae 5.5 per cent. Judging oy these statistics. the last decade was marked by 

a fall in growth ratem, lowered 1ivPag etandarda and a rapid fncraase of 

poverty. The dav~lopirx~ counttier hsve ouffersd extenaivoly, and the 1980s 

thus saw the gap betwean rich and poor countrie8 widening. Such was the very 

disappointAn picture of the rasults of the pact decade. As for the 19QOs. 

major efforts rhould be mada and everything should be dons to make this a true 

dt4VelOpmeBt decade. In this light, the developed countries, by rbaaon of 

their influence in the world economy, rhould do everything in their power to 

create a favourable international economic environment, without which the 

devslopinq countries will quits likoly be unable to solve their problems. 

Faced with aerioua problems of foreign debt, and given the pronounced 

deterioration in their terma of trade, ths developing countries can make 

progress and, indeed, prosper only if the world economy’s dynamism and 

stability hre restored. The whple world would be more necure and more 

prosporous if together we could rid it of disease, poverty and hunger - in 

other words, underdevelopment. 

Tho problem of illicit drug trafficking continues to pose a serious 

threat to the international community. In the struggle against this acourqe 

the countries of the world -. developed and developing - have cooperated in 

many areas, especially in that of integrated rural development whose goal is 

to encourage those who cultivate the poppy to choose proqreasively a 

substitute crop. In order to make its contribution to this international 

effort, the Lao Psople'a Democratic Republic ha5 cooperated in many areas with 
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friendly countries and international organisations, including the United 

Rstione Pragrarrre for International Drug Control, and states that it 18 ready 

to continue this cooperstion. 

The forty-sixth aoaaion of the General Assembly Is being held at a time 

when the natiooo of thin world are actively mobilixing in favour of 

international peace and cooperation. In the face of this new reality, the 

United Iationm ban boon accorded an increasingly important role in order to 

contribute effectively to this process and to meet the burning aspirations of 

the nationu and peoplss of the world. The States Members of our 

Organiration - large OK small, rich or poor - must cooperate with one another 

in the varioue areas on the basis of strict respect for the independence, 

sovereignty, and territorial integrity of each State and for the principles of 

non-iatarference in the internal affairs of others and of reciprocal 

advantage. In thie spirit, the delegation of the Lao People’s Democratic 

Republic assures the Assembly of its ‘~11 cooperation; it will work in close 

collabcration with all delegations i ordsr to contribute to the success of 

this forty-sixth session. 
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(Togo) (interpretation from Preneh)r The forty-sixth 

session of the General Ammmbly has opened at a very special time in the 

history of the United Nations and of the human race. Forty-air years after 

this Organisation was established au astonishing speeding-up af history is 

under way. The arm race seems to be ending at last and the cold war is 

over. Everywhere in Central and Eastern Europe, political liberalixation in 

just a few months has changed the frozen relationships which were undeniable 

realities over the last 45 years. Africa md Eastern Europe are opening up to 

freedom and democracy. The pillars of apartheid are now crumbling and Africa 

is resolved more than ever before to take its place in the iaternational arena. 

In other words, Sir, you aaaume the presidency of the General Assembly 

under very special eircuaatancea which bring many hopes with them. The 

delegation of Togo, through me, would like to congratulate you sincerely on 

your election to the presidency of this forty-sixth session. This wise 

choice, besides being a tribute to your country for its devotion to peaee and 

justice. is a recognition of your experience in international affairs and of 

your intellectual and human qualities. I assure you that all the members of 

my delegation will cooperate with you fully and work with you to ensure the 

success of your mission. 

My delegation would like to say to your predecessor, His IIrcellency 

Mr. Guido de Marco, Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister of Malta, how 

pleased we were at the effective and able manner in which he presided over the 

work of the forty-fifth session. We would like to commend him most sincerely 

once again. 

We also nish to pay a well Cmiervacl tribute to the Secretary-General of 

the United Nations, Mr. Javier Peres de Cuellar, for his efforts on behalf of 
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peace W secutPty and for 611 that he has dolhe to make the United Hatioas a 

stronger and more credible Organisation. because it is able to defend the 

rights, the independence and the sovereignty of ft6 Members. 

We also welcaras - and draw attention to the impartancs of the grodng 

universality of our Organisation - the premmce of the Bepoblic of Korea, the 

Democratic People's Republic of Korea, the Federated States of Micronesia, the 

Bepublic of the Mar&all Islands and tbe Baltic Republics of kitonia, 

Lithuania and Latvia in the Assemblp. !Cheir presence represents an 

outstanding example of our universality. We are indeed glad to see our family 

circle grouing. 

Without gUe5tiOB the world is eBt0tiBg a Bew era. The improvedneat iB the 

international situation following the disappearance of Ear&-West antagonisms 

appears to have strengthened the resolve of tbe international cmty to 

promote dialogue and compromise in order to achieve 1astiBg peace and 

reinforced its conmnitment in favour of human rights. Tba end of the cold war 

should enable aa to respond better to the aspirations of tbe peoples for 

freedom and democracy, to speed up the process of general end complete 

disarmament and to seek definitive solutions to regional conflicts which 

persist a& to tbe major economic aBd social problems of the world. 

The aspirations for freedom and democracy ;rhi& have supported the 

upheavals in the Eastern European countries over the last two years have aor 

become widely shared in the uorld and are the foundation for tbe better 

management of national affairs. 

The recent spurts of political, economic and social renewal in many 

African countr%es 'iave offered us tangible prosf of the polit;ical maturity of 

our peoples and have clearly disproved the argument that democracy is the 
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preserve of the developed countries amd only ta Luxury for We developing 

countrierr . Of course, tbe transfer from an autocracy tbat has lasted for maay 

years to democratic management of the State caaaot be carried out witbout 

difficulty. But the Togolese people, anxious to promote a state of law and 

using its own resources through their lationel Sovereign Conference, have now 

committed themselves to an overall process of democratisation wbicb calls for 

one and all to be involved in order to ensure the primacy af freedom end 

justice in the management of our affairs. 

There is an old saying that "the voice of the people is the voice of 

God". Time moves on inexorably a2d the march of our peoples %owards democracy 

is irreversible and their conraitment to that path is total. The people of 

Togo thirst for true democracy and any political option must necessarily take 

account of the social realities and the deep-seated aspirations of our people 

if it io to succeed. 

The people of Togo rscognire the virtues of democracy but they believe 

that there can be no true democracy unless there is dialogue betwen the 

peoples and the leaders, between the base and the summit. They also believe 

that there can be a0 prosperity vithout: liberalisation of the creative forces 

of the nation and that there cannot be true democracy unless there is apcial 

and economic development based on solidarity that helps everyone. 

Al1 of the important resolutions that emerge from our Bational 

Conference, however lofty they may be, wili be doomed to failure unless the 

Government has the resource8 with vhic.h to implement them. That i% why the 

people of Togo, through its Government of transition, calls for the support of 

btotberly and friendly countries and of the international cclmmrnity, as wall 

as of countries devcred to peace, justice and fairness. We would urge all of 
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t.hese to follow a policy of cooperation, assistance and solidarity with 

respect to Togo, in order to help ue to estab.lish our youthful dsmozracy on a 

solId basis of freedom and peace. 

The aspirations of peoples for freedom and democracy cannot ~I(D realired 

unless the world is free from the threat of the build up of weapons of mass 

destruction and reg?onsl conflicts which pose a threat to international peace 

and security. That is why I am happy to recall that the United Nations 

Charter has established as its goal the maintenance of international peace and 

security, the development of international relatioua and the implementation of 

coopsration among States. Thus, the sessions of the General Aaaembly offer us 

every year an opportunity to see to what extent our conduct is in harmony with 

the ideals to which we subscribe. 
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Indeed, the world ia undeniably on the threshold of a new era. The 

improved international situation, followin the world'0 geopolitical 

trsnrfotmstion, 1loem8 to have sttengthennd the international comunity'a 

resolve to conoolidato and reinforce itr achievaments toward8 laating peace 

and the promotion of human tights. This ettengthening alro require8 a search 

for definitive aolutjonr to conflicts that room to be dragging on forever and 

which could jeopardise the ptogteus achieved. The efforts to settle nome of 

these conflict6 - in Cambodia, Western Sahara, Uorambique and Angola - ato 

grounds for hope. 

On the question of Western Sahara, the Govatument of Togo hopes that a 

swift, equitable and definitive solution can bo found in conformity with the 

relevant rerolu'ions of the Otganiration of African Unity and the 

teconunendationa of the United Nation8. My country, which fully 8uppotta 

respect for the tight of peoples to self-determination, quite tightly welcomes 

the conxnendable United Nations efforts that led to the recent establishment of 

a cease-fire in the Western Sahara. We hope that this cease-fire will be 

fully respected 1)~ all parties to the conflict. We invite them to do 

everything possible to facilitate the organization of the long-awaited 

referendum under the auspices of the United Nations, without delay and in 

conditions acceptable to all. Togo is proud that it has been chosen to aend 

peace-keeping troops to help orgnnize the refetandum on the question of 

self-determination. 

The Government of Togo also welcomes the solutions found to the crises 

that have brought such sofrov to Anqola and Mozambique since they achieved 

independence. We hope that the parties to thes- disputes vill respect the 

agreements that have been signed and seize thi . historic opportunity to set 
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out on the path towards national reconciliation. 

On the question of Liberia, the Government of Togo would hope that 

concord, harmony and national reconciliation can finally be restored in that 

brotherly cowitry. Despite some progress, much remains to be done to 

strerigthen peace. But we remain optimistic. The movement towards a final 

settlement of this fratricidal conflict has been strengtbeaea following the 

meetings in Lo&. Bamako and Yamousaokro. Our country will pursue its work 

along those lines, hoping to see the parties arrive at solutions that will 

guarantee to the people of Liberia peace, reconciliation and national 

reconstruction following free and democratic elections. 

Togo welcomes the recent positive developments in the dispute between 

Mauritania and Senegal. As in the past, my country is w111ing to continue 

efforts, together with the States of our subregion, towar& a lasting and 

equitable solution to this distressing dispute between two brotherly countries. 

On the question of South Africa, everything seem8 to suggest that we are 

at the dawn of a xaew era of hope, but apartheid is still alive. Of course, 

some positive initiatives have been taken by the South African authorities, 

such as the repeal of the Land Acts and the laws on separate housing. 

Nevertheless. there remain many obstacles on the path to salvation that the 

Pretoria authorities must overcome at any cost if there is to be a democratic 

system and the establishment of a state of law in South Africa before the 

sanctions are removed in their entirety. 

The Middle East remains the moat insecure part of the world despite the 

end of the Gulf war. That is why my Government is following with interest the 

negotiations now under way with a view to convening a conference bringing 

together all parties, in6lUding the Palestine Liberation Orgaaiaation. We 
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appreciate the efforts made. intet * , by the United States of Amerfca, to 

ensure lasting peace in that part of the world. 

On the Arab/Persian Gulf. my Governments invites Iraq and Kuwait to abide 

by the relevant Security Council resolutions, to respect all parts of those 

resolutions, and to create favourable conditions for the normalisation of 

intergovernmental relations in the region. 

As to Lebanon, for many yebrr We theatre of political and iaterconnaunal 

strife, we are glad to see civil peace and national harmony restored in that 

country, which has suffered so much from so many years of war. We deeply hope 

that that State will finally be liberated of all foreign occupation. 

The Cambodian question continues to hold our attention. Togo, a peace- 

and freedom-loving country, welcomed the convening, from 24 to 26 June 1991 in 

Pattayr, of a meeting that led to the unanimous election of His Royal Highness 

Prince Samdech porodom Sihanouk as Chairman of the Supreme National Council. 

That election, inspired by a spirit of national compromise and reconciliation, 

certainly provides a stimulus to the peace and reunification process under 

-Y* Recent agreements between'the parties to that conflict, as well as the 

United Bations peace proposals. should, we hope, restore peace to that 

friendly country. 

On the question of Afghanistan. it is indeed deplorable that, following 

the departure of foreign troops from the country, the situation has not yet 

improved in any tangible way. We invite the various parties, in all freedom 

and without outside interference, to commit themselves to talks ahed at a 

peaceful, negotiated solution to the problem of Afghanistan with a vieu to 

safeguarding national sovereignty and territorial integrity. 

xn Central America, Togo supports and commenda the many efforts of the 
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United Nations towards the restoration end strengthening of peace. W8 urge 

the Secretary-General to pursue his efforts and to take any action necessary 

for a definitive solution to the crises in El Salvador and Guatemela. 

As to Europs. and more particularly Yugoslavia, a non-aligned State, my 

country regrets the intransigence of the parties to that conflict, which 

threatens to becom8 au international one if common aense doe6 not uin out over 

narrow egoism and nationalism. We do appreciate all of the efforts made bp 

the international community and by the Europe Of the Twelve with a view to 

putting an end to the atrocities. The88 are internal affairs, it will b8 

claimed, but faced with the scope of the crisis we would invite the hostile 

brothers of Yugoslavia to lay dawn their arms immediately and unconditionally 

with a view to a negotiated political solution. 

The Togolese d818gatiOn welcOm8S the continuation and ind8ed 

strengthening of the Bisammnsnt movem8nt , which has been consolidated and 

enriched in the last five years by the signing of many agreements on arms 

reduction - for example, the agreement on the reduction of conventional forces 

in Europe in 1990 ma, more recently, in July 1991, the signing in Moscow of 

the START sgreem8nt on the limitation and reduction of strategic weapons, 

following intensive bilateral negotiations between the two super-lowers. Here 

we would also welcome and commend the most recent specific proposals for the 

destruction and reduction of offensive weapons made by United States President 

George Bush. which uill certainly acceleratb the disarmament process at the 

international level. For Togo, general and complete disann8meat is an 

imperative. In that regard, the other countries involved must also commit 

themselves to the progressive reduction of armed forces and traditional 

conventional weapoas, which are as lethal as they are devastating, wit), a view 
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to the coaclwion of many other fnternational instruments tomrds that end. 

What is at 6take is the pace, security and happiners of the human race as a 

whole. 

On the threshold of the third millenaiwa, we are happy to see the end of 

the cold mr. Compromise, dialogue and cocperatioa seem to be gaining ground 

over confrontation. The current state of relations between the natioas of the 

wrld augurs a world of tomorrow that will1 be mere stable, with political 

systems in which freedom end human dignity will be re8pected. 
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Houever, while numerous receut wonts prompt optimism. othera are indesd 

110utco8 of concorn and di8trers. lor world stability is not based l xclueively 

on an improvement in international political relations. It is al*o, and 

indeed primarily, based on ostabliohing conditions that could gemrate and 

equitably distribute economic prosperity in the world. The end of the cold 

war, or rather, the shift from distrust and confrontation betwaen East and 

West towards dialogue, compromise and partnership, should encourage the 

progressive elimination of tho8e many disparitirs in internstioaal economic 

cooperation and a resumption of the North-South dialogue. 

In order to be effective and lasting, political &b must al.so involve 

economic hu. This means that tha disappearance of political and 

ideological antagonisms and economic w between the countries of 

last and Kot~t murt not be to tho detriment of the developing world. This also 

assumes a reorientation of international economic relations towards a genuine 

cormwnality of interests that could lead to progressive and total integration 

of the Eastern countries and of the developing countries into the world 

economy. 

As for the lessons to be learned or, rather, the disappointmenta and 

failures of the 1980s. a period generally considered a decade that was lost to 

development for the poor countries, the following challengea should urgently 

be taken upr 

Pirat, we must break the vicious circle of the maaaive and growing 

external indebtedneae of the poor countries and of the continuing 

deterioration in the terms of trade by instituting vigorous measures to ensure 

abort-term e(.~~nornir recovery nnd long-tszm qroarth: 
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Secontklp, protectionist tendencies must be reversed by creating an open 

and equitable trading aystern uitbin the context of multilateral trade 

negotiations (Uruguay Round]: 

Thirdly, efforta towards divcrrsification and modernisation of the least 

developed countries should be supported, and the financial flows to those 

countries should be substantially increased. 

It is also important scrupulously to ensure tbe implementation of 

decisions on the revitalisation of the Economic and Social Council in closes 

cooperation with the speeialized agencies of the United Nations. In any case, 

the new breath of life brought to international economic cooperation must be 

based on the strict implemsntatioa of reconmrendations adopted by the 

international community following international economic meetings. They 

include: the Declaration on International Economic Cooperation adopted at the 

eighteenth special session of the General Assembly; the International 

Development Strategy for the Fourth United Nations Development Decade; the 

Plan of Action of the Second United Nations Conference on the Least Developed 

Countries; and tba Plan of Action of ths World Summit for Children. 

The developing countries are fully aware of their paramount 

responsibility for their economic and social development. Indicative of this 

awareness are the initiatives at various levels to promote and strengthen 

South-South cooperation and to make it complement North-South cooperation. To 

this end we concluded the Treaty establishing the African Economic Community 

at the Sununit Meeting of Heads of State and Government of the Qrganization of 

African Unity, held at Abuja, Nigeria, from 3 to 6 June 1991, vhich is in 

keeping with the Lagos Plan of Action providing for the aconomic, social and 

cultural integration of Africa. 



It is ala0 within the context of strengthening South-South cooperation 

that we should look at the wise and realistic reconetendationa in tha report of 

the South Commission, submitted to the second regular session of the Sconomic 

and Social Council in Geneva last July. !Ihose recommendations emphasixe the 

paramount responsibility of the South for its own development and stress the 

human dimension of development and the urgent need for the poorer couutries to 

strengthen their collective autonomy and their unity of action. The positive 

assessment by many developed countries and multilsteral institutions of the 

report of the South Onmission muat be accompanied by specific conrnitments to 

encourage implementation of the recowendationa in that report. 

We must alao draw attention to the disturbing $ituation of African debt 

and the fragility of our economies. The overall African: debt is large and 

will continue to grow. It could exceed $550 billion by the year 2000 deapite 

efforts by African countries for economic recovery. Some creditor countries 

have shovn a certain awareness of this increasingly disturbing atate of 

affairs. Measures have been t&en to reduce the debt of the developing 

countries. We weZcome the efforts made by aome rich countries towards easing 

the debt burden, and hope that muoh will be done to help *the third world in 

this regard. Hovever, the debt forgiveness agreed by the industrialized 

couutries is still inadequate to rescue the poor countries from this serious 

criaia. 

The international cornunity must also deal with the crucial issue of 

rapid environmental degradation. These changes will have aerious economic and 

social conseguences for present and future generations. Special consideration 

should thus be given to air and water pollution, the ozone layer, soil 

depletion and desertification. International cooperation for environmental 
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protection ra9uir.m a qlobsl approach, tmking account of 011 arpectr of the 

qusation, without ignoring ths development prloritias of the developia9 

count ribs. In thim regard, the &evelopinq countries should participate 

actively In the work of tha Preparatory ComRittre for the Unit.4 Rations 

Conference on tnvironmsnt and Development, to be held in Rio da Janeiro in 

1992. Effective international meanurea must be taken to prevant the dumping 

of toxic wastes jn the territories of other countrfer. 

The challeagem facing us to make our world B oafor, more psscsfull and 

more prorperoum one are many and compler, but I think manberm will agree that 

the world ha8 mado progrera in its raarch for 8OlutiOOa. lor this prograsm to 

be lasting and irreversible, it is esaontial to rtrengthao our faith in the 

Orgsniastion and itr principles. Nothing lseting ha8 evar bean achieved and 

nothing lastlng can be built in cooditions of inrscurity, disorder and chaos. 

Interoational peace and security can be achieved, not through distrurt, 

but rather through dialogue and understanding hatwsen peoplem. which generate 

equitably shared prosperity. It 1s only then thut we will be able to dream of 

a world where out only concern will be to cherish peace and safeguard moral 

values baaed on respect for human dignity and to ahare the joy of general 

prosperity. 
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&&. VAN m (Vanuatu): Mr. President, we congrstulate you dn 

your election to pseside over the General A66ambly at this forty-sixth 

session. Pour diplomatic shills and experience are well huown, a6 is your 

commitment to the principle6 and ideal6 of the United Nations. We look 

forward to a productive session under your capable leaderaMp and COngsatulat9 

the Government and people of Saudi Arabia as well. 

We also congratulate Sir Michael Samare, the Foreign Minister of Papua 

Ner Guinea; Mr. George Iacovou, the Foreign Minister of Cyprus; and 

Mr. Abdalla Saleh Al-Ashtal. the Permanent Representative of Yemen. Each has 

made his own unique contribution6 to world peace and understanding. Bach has 

dignified and contributed to the strengthening of the international democratic 

process here at the United Nations. 

We also congratulate your predecessor, Mr. Guido de Marco, the Foreign 

Minister of Malta. He proved to be well suited to the task of guiding aur 

deliberation6 in this new era in international relationa. 

We join in comending the Secretary-General of the United Nations, 

Mr. Javier Per%6 de Cuellar. Be and other members of the Secretariat have 

laboured tirelessly on behalf of the international consnunity in its search for 

justice and peace. It is therefore fitting and symbolic that near the end of 

the Secretary-General's tenure, seven neu Wembers should be admitted to 

membership in the world body. 

The simlltaneous admiSSiOn of the Democratic People'6 Republic of Korea 

and the Republic of Korea bodes well for the future of the Korean people and 

euhauces the prospects for lasting peace and reconciliation on the Korean 

peninsula. The restoration of the sovereignty of the Baltic Republic6, 

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, closes a sad chapter in human history, aad 

offers new hope to others who await the restoration of their own sovereignty. 
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The admission of our Pacific neighbours, the Fetlerated States of Wicronesia 

ana the Republic of the Marshall Islands, further attests to the -universality 

of the United Nations and to th8 continued relevancy of the intsrnational 

community's focus oa Won-Self-Governing and Trust Territories. We 

congratulate all seven of the new biambars. More importantly, we congratulaf25 

the United liations oa what each of these seven new Members syuboli~es. and on 

the qualities each brings to the Organixation. 

On occasion, human history moves faster tbti the hands of those rho would 

write that history. So much has transpired in recent months that the scribes 

of history have barely had time to allow the ink to dry before having to turn 

the page and begin anew. In some instances tha scribes have not even had time 

to turn the page. 

After a brief visit to Haiti, democracy has once again been "exiled" by 

those who have continually brutalised the people of that impoverished 

country. Only a few deys after he stood at this very podivm and articulated 

his people's plea f>r justice, Haiti's President and the dream of hia people 

were driven into exile. However. it is our belief that this will be a short 

"exile" and that Haiti's people will ZIOOP restore their democracy and claSla 

their future. We wonder how those who have assaulted Eaiti'a democracp expect 

to succeed in the face of the new expectationa of Haiti's people and the broad 

international support which exists for that country's legitimately elected 

President. 

Also freshly inscribed on the pages of history are a number of positive 

developments. Among them, are Guatemala's recognition of Beliae and the 

establishment of diplomatic relations between tbese two Central American 

neighbours. !l!he broad agreement between tbe President of El Salvador and the 
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five loadore of tho ?arabundo Uarti Iatlonsl Llberatlon Front ir another very 

positive drvolopnnnt. Thir agreement could load to n truce in that country's 

long civil war and l v@ntually help brinq rconomic and social jurtlco to that 

country’r beloeguorod people.* 

Cembodia her aleo taken a huge atop towsrdm emcuring a brighter future 

for it8 pooplo. The Supreme Mational Council of Cambodia ham taken novocal 

initietivos that could lead to (ID era of peace and national reconciliation. 

The permanent mmbere of the Security Council and the Paris International 

Conferonco on Cambodia have contributed efgnlficantly to this proceer. 

Hopefully, the Socretery-General’s five-point plan on Afghanistan will inrplre 

the parties to that conflict similarly to negotiate II framework for a 

comprehensive political sst.tleMnt. 

The Ink of history is not yst dry on other parta of the globe rithsr. 

One year ago the United Nations wee justifiably preoccupied with an effort to 

re-write history by turning the page8 of history back to the era of “might 

makes r iqht" . Fortunately the international comauntty roe6 to the occasion 

and Kuwait ia now free of foreigu occupetion. Housver, the people of that 

regi I, particularly those of Kuwait and Iraq, paid a terrible price. Our 

hearts go out to them. Others also paid a terrible price. Our hearta go out 

to them aa well. 

As important a step as the liberation of Kuwait was, it will lose its 

morel end legal aiqni f  icance unless the international community consistently 

applies the fame principles everywhere. We must always judge the act and not 

the actor. Should we fail to do au. we can rightfully be accused of having a 

double standard. 

* Mr. Leqwailn (Botswana), Vice-President, took the Chair. 
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Principles which are selectively appliee are not really principles but 

are insteat mere expedients. Therefore the United Nations should act in a 

comprehensive and consistent manner in cfrcumstasces similar to those which 

existed in Kuwait one year ago. Had the international community been 

consistent prior to the invasion of Kuwait, it is doubtful whether that 

invasion ana the death and destruction it brought about would have occurred. 

years of iaaction and the lack of resolve on the issue of Palestine and 

the occupied Arab territories are examples of the inconsistency that does 

little to enhance respect for the rule of law. The deafening silence on the 

question of East Timor by some who spoke so eloguently on the invasion of 

Kuwait is, to a country as small aud vulnerable as Vanuatu, another 

frightening reminder of the inconsistency exhibited by some members of the 

international community. 

The recent initiative taken towards the convening of an international 

conference on the Middle East enjoys broad support and may set in motion a 

process of negotiations that will lead to a comprehensive political 

settlement. We certainly hope such a chapter of history will soon be written. 

With respect to East Timor, we are pleased that a delegation of 

Portuguese parliamentarians is about to make a visit to the Territory. We 

hope this visit will contribute to a settlement which will eventually allow 

East Timor's people to decide their own fate and write their owu history. 

We are encouraged by the prospect that Western Sahara's people will soon 

determine their ows destiny and write their om page in the history of the 

United Nations. Equally encouraging is the positive and peaceful atmosphere 

that now exists in Lebenon. 
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The decolonisation process, particularly that under way in Haw Caledonia, 

continuea to be a major concern of the countries of our region. The positive 

measure6 taken by ?rance to aBaure tranquillity in the Territory and to 

promote the economic and social development of its colonised people are much 

appreciated. What will be even more appreciated will be the moment New 

Caledonia gain8 itr independence and joina the cotmnunity of nations, aa did 

two neighbouring Pacific Island countries at this session of the General 

Assembly. That will certainly be a joyous moment of history. 

Democratic winds of change are also sweeping across Africa, from North to 

South and 8ast to West. While much of the attention of the international news 

media has been focused on Eastern Europe, Africa has also witnessed important 

nar historic developments. The guns have fallen rilent in Angola, where a 

full-scale military conflict ha8 given way to what will, hopefully, be a 

purely peaceful political contest. Liberia may still be troubled but, 

hopefully, it has now turned the corner and will soon leave its most difficult 

days bshind, as will ISthiopia and a number of other African countries whose 

people8 have endured more than their share 02 hardship and suffering. 
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The institutional st+ucttare of apartheid continues to dissolve in the 

face of continued resistance by South Africa's people. !fbe end of legalised 

apartheid will by no means end the problems of that country. Economic, 

political snd social inegualitp are So deeply ingrained that it. rill take 

decades of concerted effort to remove the vestiges of the apartheid system. 

Hopefully, the international community will not abandon South Africa'5 people 

merely because those who currently govern that country now find tkemselves 

compelled to offer a series of reforms. Events are moving very fast in South 

Africa. l?er history is being written every Clay. Howwer, as in other parts 

of the world, the past cannot be ignored in shaping the future. 

With the danger of ideological conflict having receded in some parts cf 

the mrlcP. there has been a tragic reversion to an older ana more frightening 

type of conflict. On more than 0~8 occasion, the world has been warned of the 

dsngers of intercormnunal conflict and etimic strife. For far too long those 

words of warning fell on deaf ears. Some insisteU that this issue was 

strictly an internal affair of various countries. Other5 insisted that this 

was too sensitive an issue to discuss at intersaticnal forums. 

While fully respecting national sovereignty -a recognising the domestic 

dimension5 of intercormnunal conflict and ethnic strife, we often wondered what 

it would take to make some members of the international community aware of the 

serious threat posed to all nations by such conflict and strife. 

Unfortunately, we now have the answer. 

One need not single out any particular country or any particular region. 

Intercommunal conflict and ethnic strife are problems which plague the entire 

human race in every corner of the globs, Ho human being should ever be 

judged, or assigned a particular status, because of his or her race, religion, 
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lnnguage or culture. When hatred of t.hls sort runn rampant, none of ua is 

immune to t.he consequencea. 

Large countriea and small countries can be victims of this hatred. 

Developed countrisn and developing countriea can equally be victims. This 

hatred can be witnessed in parts of the world thnt are geographically remote 

from where we now sit. It can also be ritnesaed within a short distance of 

this very building. 

One can axamine our agenda and identify certain long-standing items that, 

in part, originated as intercommunal conflict or ethnic strifs. History will 

indeed judge ua harahly should we fail to address this issue and assert moral 

leadership on it, thus bequeathing our failure to future generations. It 

would certainly be ironic for history to record that thfi current generation 

dismantled physical walls or barriers but left standing other types of walls. 

Unfortunately, the latter type of bar,rier - that of ignorance, intolerGtnce and 

ethnic hatred - is far more difficult t.o breach. 

The rapidity with which history occasionally moves was recently 

illustrated in dramatic farhion. One week ago the President. of the United 

States announced a sweeping initiative which could for ever alter what had, 

since the dawn of the atomic age, been accepted as the normal rules of arms 

control. The announcement that the United States would unilaterally eliminate 

its land-based short--range nuclear weapons, withdraw its tactical nuclear arms 

from its ships, take ita strategic bombers off alert, and cancel tho 

development of the mobile MJC missile represents another benchmark in ths 

evolving relationship between the world's two foremost nuclear Powers. An 

equally dramatic- response from Moscow is anticipated in the next few days. 

Orle might legitirnatrtly wonder whether recent political events and 
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technological developments had already made rome of theme weaponr obsolete or 

superfluous. One might also ponder the costs and environmental conaequancss 

of eliminating theme frightening wenpons. None the less, President Bush's 

announcement just might give new impetus to affortr to rid the world of the 

threat posed by all types of nuclear weapons. 

This initiative leads us to aak, once again, why nuclear vespons are 

being tested in the South Pacific despite the repeated objections of the 

countries of the region. The testing of these weapons in the South Pacific 

warn always opposed on safety, moral and environmental grounds. Today there is 

even lass reason to understand the need for theae tests. Thor0 are even more 

compelling reasons for our repeated appeals for their end to finally be heeded. 

The internationsl political climate is not the only climate that is 

changing. The climate that determines the sustainability of life on this 

planet and the level of social and economic development achievable by human 

beings is also chsnging. This latter climate change has been occurring since 

the dawn of the industrial era, although at a aomerhat slower, leas 

perceptible pace than changes in the political climate. Nona the less, its 

impact will undoubtedly be greater than the impact of any political changes 

known to mankind. 

The Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee for a Framework Convention on 

Climate Change ia currently engaged in what could be considered the moat 

important multilateral negotiation6 ever. The outcome of these negotiations 

might, in the long run, determine whether human life can continue to he 

sustained on thia planet. The negotiationa might also shape the manner in 

which mankind's economic activities are conducted. It is difficult to imagine 

more important subject-matter. 
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Every country in the world is participating in these negotiations. It is 

hop& that the negotiations will be successfully concluded in time far the 

convention to be opened for signature at the United Wations Conference on 

Environment and Development (DNCED) at Rio de Janeiro in June of 1992. 

All countries have a great deal at stake in the negotiations leading up 

to the Conference. Environmental issues and economic issues are interrelated 

and of aqua1 importance. Small, island developing countries and low-lying 

coastal countries have another concern - survival. These are the countries 

most vulnerable to sea-level rise caused by global warming. As such, they are 

likely to be the first victims should the international community fail to 

agree on a collective response to mankind’s most severe ohallenge. 

Much remains to be done to ensure the successful completion of the 

negotiations for a climate-change convention. Even more remains to be done to 

ensure that the DICED is meaningful and successful. Hopefully, the United 

Nations system and Xember States will spare no effort in providing adeguate 

support to ensure the success of these parallel processes. We shudder to 

think of the consequences of our failure to do so. 

Much of the change taking place in the world today revolves around 

principles of democracy and the commitment to democratic ideals. Democracy 

and democratic ideals are not constauts which once planted can be ignored or 

left to their own devices. Democracy aud democratic ideals are, rather, like 

a garden in need of constant care and attention. They must be fed and 

nurtured or they can wither end die, or even be overgrown by weeds disguised 

as flowers. We kaow of no instance in history in which democracy was very 

easily established. Instead, the establishment of democracy took considerable a 

effort and years of turmoil and unrest in even the oldest of democracies. It 
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will take nimilsr effort in today’s evolving dsmocrncies. Ho nation in the 

world haa n perfect democracy. i?o nation in the world has a monopoly on 

democratic idealr. Certainly, no nation has a hist.ory which allows it to 

lecture others on the subject or hold itsalf up aa b perfect model to be 

emulated in every respect. 

lrom time to time, democracy and a nation’n sdherence to democratic 

ideals are tertod. This In as true of nations an large and powerful aa the 

Soviet Union or the United States aa it ia of nationa a8 small and removed 

from the centres of power aa Vanuatu. We believe that eventually, in all such 

instances, democracy will triumph. History instructs ua that people 

everywhere, and the evolution of the human experience, will accept nothing 

leas. 
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The United Ration8 Is today the highest form of international democracy. 

It. is not yet a perfect international democracy. Ita imperfectiona and 

nhortcomings are known to ~11. What nre sometimes forgotten, however, or0 ita 

tory positive attribute@ and its many accomplishmenta. In the history of 

mankind, thero hse never boon any international or intergovernmental 

organisation as democratic or am succcsrmful as the United Nations. 

Thus, ae we undertake the work of the forty--sixth session of the General 

Assembly, and trike one additional step towards the twenty-firet century, let 

ue feed and nurture our garden of international democracy. Let ue reflect 

upon and recommit ourselves to the democratic ideals which have brought us 

together in search of justice, equality and pence. 

In a symbolic sense, our seven new Members have entered the Organisation 

3t the right moment in history. They can be an important new source of energy 

and nutrition for our garden of international democracy. 

In conclusion, we recall the moving words of a Morambican poet written 

ZC yearn ago during hia country’s struggle to freti itself from colonialism. 

Although those wordn were written at a different time, in a different place, 

and under circumstances different from those which exist today, they still 

bear a certain symbolic relevancy to mankind’s mutual underlakings of today. 

We hope these words can be understood and appreciated dn that context. 

They are simple words of compassion for fellow human beings. Xn their 

simplicity, they reveal many truths: 
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"So many paths we have trodden already? 
So many people we have greeted 

liberated 
clothed 
fed 
taught 

Along our march! 
So many plains, mountains, rivers we have crossed! 
It is still far the day of independence, 
but each passing day it is nearer. . . . 

We advance-instruments of an ideal 
loftier than ourselves 
Released from our former solitude. 

Sometimes we pauae by the wayside 
Attracted bp a child who hails us. 
a chance-born flower, 
a certain smile, 
a distant star. 
We pause within ourselvesr our steps continue 
and we meet again further on. 
We cannot be late. There, the enemy 
continues to enslave our people . . . 

To arms Comrades!" 

Mr. KOLOLQ (Congo) (interpretation from French): It is a pleasure 

for me to speak for the first time from the rostrum of the United Nations as 

Minister for Foreign Affairs and Cooperation of the Government of National 

Union and Transition, which arose out of the Sovereign National Conference. I 

thus bear an historic responsibility to inform the international community of 

the conclusions of this great gathering of the vital forces of our nation. 

I should like first to say how pleased I am personally, and on behalf of 

my delegation, to convey to Mr. Shihabi of Saudi Arabia our warm 

congratulations on his outstanding election to the prkidency of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations at its forty-sixth session. By bestowing on 

him unanimously the ueighty mission of guiding its work, the General Assembly 

wished to pay a tribute to his country, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, with 

which the Xepublic of the Congo, my country , maintains friendly relations. 
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Hio l loction ir 81~0 proof of tho recognition by the Aeaombly of his 

outstantling qualititee no a rtateamsn and diplomat whose telent and experience 

provaka ths sdmiration of all and augur well for tho outcome of our work. 

To his predecooaor, Mr. Guido de Marco, Deputy Prime Minister and 

Minister for Foreign Affair8 of Malts, we should like to express our thanka 

and gratitube for the WiOdOm, competence and effectiveness with which he 

presided over the meeting6 of the forty-fifth nersion of the General 

Assembly. The Con90, which was part of the General Committee of the General 

Assembly at that timm, wan able from that privileged position to appreciate 

his remarkably fresh approach to the activities of the Organiration, 

particularly with regard to ito lsboriour reform procear. 

To the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perea de Cuellar, I should like to 

reiteratm our conatnnt support and encouragement for hir tirslaas efforts for 

peace. We welcome his dynamic work at the head of the Orgsniration, which 

today haa aeen restored its prestige, validity and credibility, which lie at 

the basis of great works. 

With the admission of the People'r Democratic Republic of Korea, the 

Republic of Korea, the Baltic Republica of Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia, the 

Republic of the Marshall Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia to 

membership of our Organisation, the role of the United Nationa in 

international affairs haa been further strengthened. We welcome with joy and 

pride this event. which is a new and striking illustration of the irreversible 

march of the United Nations towards its g?al of universality. 

The work of the forty-sixth session is taking place at B further decisive 

turning-point for the Organizatinn. There is no more eloquent aryument in 

this respect than the successful mu:Jillzation over the past few years of 

co1 lsctive nction for the settlement. nf certain disput.ea which have long been 
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deadlocked and which have been placed before the United Nations. ThPe 

refurbished image ia the result of the diaappsarance of cold-war antagonisms 

and the bipolsriratlon of international relations - a bipolariastion which had 

immobilired the Itnfted Natlona for four decsdsa. 

The adoption of a settlement plan for the Iran-Iraq conflict and, lvnong 

other ~UCC~JOO~B, the settlement of the complex question of Namibin and the 

slmultansous withdrawal of foreign troops from Namibis and Angola, have made 

it possible for the United Nationa to be considered CII an actor worthy of 

confidence on the international 8ceno. 

There is general agreement that progress has alao bean made as regards 

the situations in Afghanistan, Cambodia, El Salvador and Western Sahars. The 

functioning and ability of the Organizstion, moreover, have been crucial in 

the process that put an end to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait. However, we could 

not fail to note that the outbreak of hostilities in the Gulf showed that the 

Security Council authorired coercive action, not aa provided for in Article 42 

and succeeding Articles of Ch=, gr VII of the Charter, but on the basis of an 

international coalition. 

The fact remains that, with the involvement of the five permanent members 

of the Security Council, the United Nations determined a favourable outcome of 

this war. The central role it was destined to play by the founding fathers 

regarding international peace and security haa thus been brought to the 

forefront. 
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The world, already more than a year into the last decade of the twentieth 

century, is caught up in a turmoil of spectacular upheavals unforeseen by 

mankind, despite its fertile imagination. 

The international communi ty lived through 50 years of certainty, vhen 

order reigned in Eastern Europe, but silr years of m have upset the 

balance. This happened first in the Soviet Union. where many citizens 

gradually shed their fear and rediscovered the coursge to discus5 and 

criticke, and also to display reneved nationalist outbursts or to have dreams 

of identifying their peoples wit& Western development models. 

This new Soviet revolution spread to Eastern Europe, auahening the 

profound and legitimate aspiratioas to freedom of many peoples long bundled up 

together under the Cosunrnist regime. Democracy and human rights have been 

progressively affirmed vherever authoritarianism, dictatorship, a one-party 

political system and arbitrariness oace stifled fundamental freedoms. 

Members vi11 not be surprised to hear me state a bold opinion about the 

democratic wind that is blowing through Africa and in particular the Republic 

of the Congo. It is true that some of tbe changes that have occured, which 

have established dialogue and democratic debate in many African States, remain 

dependent on international pressures and the major international financial 

institutions, both as investor5 and bilateral partners. Hovever, we should 

not underestimate internal factors and conditions. 

International opinion is avare of the special mechanism in Africa of the . 

national conference, which has made it possible to implement, with variations 

for each country and each people, the general outline of the democratic 

process flourishing elsewhere. Uy country, the Republic of the Congo, is part 

of the great movement that is today sweeping Africa, Asia and Ceatral Amarical 

. 
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it. held its own sovereign Rational Conference, a fraternal forum. larting 

105 days. attondod by 1,200 reprmrontatiues of all the nation’s driving forcer 

and people r>f good will. The Conference wan held in Brarsaville from 

25 February to 10 Juno this year, in the presence of foreign ohnervera. 

There wae a dmmocratic debate, with contrihutionm by political partime 

horn of political libsrali~ation, profensioaal associations, organisations of 

young people and women, mcientific societies, religious groups, former Heada 

of State and other national notabler - in brief, the vital forces of the 

Congolese nation, moved by their common destiny, in a national upsurge. That 

debate was complete and decisive, but typical of the African type of debate, 

which combine8 the virtue of dialogue with the wisdom of compromise. 

Having taken stock in all armas, the National Conference, in full 

sover*i+ty, concluded that adminirtration by the one-party political syatem 

had failed, and it adopted a fundamental law which constitutes a provisional 

Constitution for the Republic for a transitional period of 12 months. 

The fundamental law provides for a tripartite division of constitutional 

powers, in the Congolese style of coexistence. The President of the Republic, 

who represents the nation, is the Head of State. But his powers have been 

reduced. In particular, the President of the Republic exercises the 

diplomatic competencea of the State. 

The Prime Minister, Head of Government, is elected by the National 

Conference. This is a first in our political history. His position ia also 

strengthened by devolution to him of the important functions of Head of the 

Armed Forces. 

With regard to logislative aspects, a Higher Council of the Republic has 

been set up, with power to follow up the decisions of the National Conference. 
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The Nigher Council of the Republic can overturn the Government by passing a 

motion of censure. The powers of the judiciery, independent of the executive 

and the legislature, rests with the Supreme Court and other national courts, 

under the control of the High Council of the Judiciary. It should also be 

noted that we have established a High Court of Justice. which will pass 

judgement if any crimes and offences are coma&ted by members of the Eigher 

Council of the Republic and members of the transitional Government. The 

President of the Republic can be brought before that body if accused of high 

treason. 

The National Conference also produced a number of national charters of 

rights: it adopted a charter of rights and freedoms guaranteeing each citiaen 

the right to material well-being and offering a legal framework for his moral 

and spiritual development. 

Wxeover, we had the foresight to include in the fundamental law a 

provision concerning civil disobedience in the event of any individual or 

group of individuals seizing paver by force. The latest political 

developments in the Soviet Union and Haiti confirm that we were right to look 

ahead in that way. We also agreed on a charter of national unity. That was 

the first step we had to take. The most difficult phase. that of implementing 

those rights, has only just begun. 

The range of significant measures taken by the sovereign National 

Conference includes a timetable for elections, which will begin in November 

this year with the holding of a constitutional referendum and end with 

presidential elections next June, the proposed end of the transitional 

period. Local and parliamentary elections are scheduled for January to March 

next year. Implementing this timetable will lay the foundations for 

democratic life in the Congo. 
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I must again draw the Assembly's attention to two types of measures taken 

bp my cow&rp*s National Conference. which some observers emphasised was the 

longest exercise of its kind in Africa. 

First, we are preserving the symbols of the BepUbliC. The Conference 

readopted the first symbols used at the time of the Congo's proclamation of 

independence in Braasavills in 1960. That makes it possible for us to revive 

the dream of building a fraternal Congolese nation, united in working for 

economic and social progress. Thus the People's Republic of the Congo, my 

country, has again become the Republic of tbe.Congo. 

The national emblem is the rectangular tricolour flag - green, yellow and 

red. The national anthem is "La Congolaise", and the Republic's motto has 

again become "Unity, work, progress". 

National independence, peace, friendship and good-neighbourliness, as 

well as respect for the principles of non-aligmnent, remain the foundations of 

the foreign policy of the Republic of the Congo. We base ourselves on these 

principles in order to establish links of cooperation with all the nations of 

the world that love peace and are working in harmony with the purposes and 

principles of the United Nations Charter. 

Those principles guide the humanitarian action of the Bepublic of the 

coogo, a land of peace and hospitality, vhich, despite its economic and 

financial difficulties, has done everything possible, in cooperation with 

other countries, to facilitate the repatriation to their countries of origin 

of many foreign nationals following recent events in our subregion. 

The BUCC%SS of that: operation was made possible by the climate of peace 

that reigns in my country and the political maturity of our people who, 

following the sovereign National Conference understand, thanks to the process 
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of democratisation under way, the need for peoples that love democracy and 

freedom to rupport each other. I should like to take thin opportunity to 

appeal to the international community to give its support to the young 

democraciem of Africa .- for man cannot live by democracy alone! he must alto 

have bread, clothing and housing. 
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While it is certainly true that to have bras8 one must flrst have 

freedom, democracy is not the oad of the procoma at eocial and economic 

development. This ia one of the most urgent problema of international 

cooperation. While it is indisputable that democracy in a point of departure 

and a hmm for development, it cannot take root and flourish in an 

environment of mass poverty where persistent economic degradation and social 

decay suggest to some that the African continent is doomed to a certain 

destiny. 

The economic and financial cri8is that my country is going thraugh was at 

the centre of the concern8 of the national sovereign Conference. 

Consideration of the economic agenda led to the conclusion, -Ati, that 

over the last few years there has been a marked deterioration in the budgetary 

eitL ation, exacerbated by the debt-•erviclng burden, which haa become 

unbearable. This is the heritage bequeathed to ua by one-party management - 

an economy bled dry. Thus it has been decided to assign to the transition 

Government the taak of drawing up and implementing a programme of 

stabilisation and economic recovery, within which an improvement in public 

finance and a restructuring of the economy and of the banking system are 

priority objectives. 

The implementation of the reforms that have been advocated, whose social 

cost can already be measured, calls for commitment on our part, and their 

application calls for perseverence. However, in an international economic 

environment tilting towarde depression, and, above all, without external 

S’JppO’t, particularly the support of the international conununity, our efforts 

alone cannot bear the fruits that we hope for. It should be stressed that the 

political liheralization that is under way in my country quite naturally calls 

for the adoption of a sinaijar policy of economic libereliazt-ion. 
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The Government of Transition and IRational Unity of the Congo iritends to 

revive @vats initiative through incentive measurea, such as the adoption of 

a p~ew code of investment to promote the development of the private sector at 

tbe national and international levels, a8 well a6 foreign investment. Indeed, 

we have chosen liberaliratbon and privatisation as elements in tbe process of 

relaunching our economy - notably through private investment, to tbe 

advantagement of mall and medium-sired industries. agrfeulturs, trade and 

crafts. 

Concern in Africa is merely a reflection of tbe economic and social 

crisis affecting all developing countries. Tbe scope of indebtedness, which 

has become stifling, continues to hamper all efforts at economic recovery, and 

these are further inhibited by net negative financial flows. So far as the 

African countries are concerned, the holdiag of an international conference on 

African external debt deserves greater interest on the part of the 

international connauaity. Moreover, my country is very concerned about the 

persistence of the combined effects of tbe deterioration in terms of trade and 

the constaat fall in export earnings caused by unprecedented fluctuations in 

the prices of connnodities OIL vhicb the African economies in particular 

depend. This is vhy we are placing all our hopes in a rapid aad favourable 

outcome to tbe negotiations of the Uruguay Round vitb a view to achieving an 

open, multinational trade system that is more just and more e&table. 

From the viewpoint of interdependence. I am convinced that we should 

envisage a solution to this crisis. vhich is raging in most of the developing 

countries. The General Asssembly's Declaration on International Bconomic 

Cooperation - in particular on the recovery of growth and development in 

developing countries, together with tbe International Development Strategy - 
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offers, in this re%pect, an ideal framework for cooperation. Moreover, 

South-South cooperation - en indiapenssble complement - should decisiarely 

direct developing countries towards collective autonomy aimed at reducing the 

marginalioation of their economies , which is perpetuated by an unfair world 

economic order. The establishment of en African common market meets this 

concern and is also a nacestaity, for it is certain that the coming decades 

will mark a new era of cooperation baaed on relations between tb% great 

subregional economic groups. 

The position that the question of the environment now occupies On the 

international agenda is an expression of the international community's growing 

awareness of the riska resulting from degradation of our natural 

surroundings. Toaay there is agreement that the depletion of th% ozone lay%r, 

global warming and climate changes are diaaatera. Likewise, deforestation. 

the erosion of arable land, pollution of water and of the atmosphere and 

impoverishment of flora and fauna are helping to disrupt the balance of 

ecosystems. In tbia respect. management of the environment remains a priority 

question demanaing that States act and cooperate closely. Our economic 

policies aiust ensure long-term management of the resource5 of our planet and 

safeguard the interests of present and future generations. 

Placing great hopes in strengthened multilateral action, and taking into 

account the interdependence between environment and development and the 

integration of ecological considerations into national economic program-es and 

policies, tbe Congo has provided itself with an additional law on the 

envirommnt - Ho. 03/91 of 23 &pril 1991 - which proposes that the 

reguirementa for development and for the protection of the enviroament b% 
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reconciled. lt envlaagma the astablirhment of (L fund for the protection and 

preservation of fauna and f:lora and of marina and river romourcom aqainmt 

inatal lations that ar@ dangerour dlrd conrt.itute a heslth hazard, and for 

management and development of urbanism. 

We hope that the United Nations Conference on Knvlronmont and 

Development, which is to take place in Braxil in June 1992, ulll be II major 

event and will make the future of mankind more secure. We hope that. the 

outcgxme will be favoursble and that the Conference will make it pousible for 

UI to establish real development contracta - and not simply through 

assistance - between North and South, 80 that the scological balance of the 
, 

planet may be preserved. 

My country is pleased at the positive political changes in South Africa, 

where the legal foundationa of apartheid have finally been abolinhad. The 

repeal of theaa legal pillar8 of apartheid, together with the other measurer) 

that have followed, seems, finally, to have involved this country in an 

irreversible process. However, it would be premature to oaao internatlonal 

pressure ao long as no rsai qualitative change haa been secured and 60 long as 

8 non-racial, united and democratic society has not been eatablfshed. 

As for the Middle East, n)~ country is convinced that the eitustion in 

this senaitive region of the world require8 a comprehensive settlement. Thus 

we attach particular importance to the inclusion of the Palestinians in any 

process aimed at establishing 6 lasting peace between Israelirr and Arabs. 

That: is why my country supports the idea - initiated by the United Stntes 

Government .- of A conference on peace in the Middle East. We invite the 

international community to work along these lines in order that a definitive 

net.tlement of this yuest.ion may be acltieved. 
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Am regmrdm l r(lm control and dimarllluuat. the conqo wlcmd rith profound 

matlmfmction thr programm mado with the l igniap, in Novotir lamt par, of the 

Treaty on Conventional Arrd ?orcoa in Europe and the l iqninq, in July this 

yosr, of the Soviet-hwrican aqraawnt on the reduction, by 30 per cent, of 

rtrateqic ermonalm. We hapa thrt thim taapSble proqromm will be l ubmtaotially 

expandad, with a vior to Raiatsiainq and strengthening qlobsl aqreeunts 

relatinq to the proliforatioo of weepoor of ramm demtructioa, including 

nuclear, chemical end biological veaponm, nimmiles and other arrarmentm. 

We should like to orprose our plesmuro at the -amureo in tbi5 context 

announced recently by the President of the United States. Theno nwamucea have 

mt with a favourable rempoomo throughout. the world, particularly araonq the 

great nuclear Porors, and thum the trend toward8 haltioq the armm race - a 

my&o1 of the cold war - has been strengthened. bk feel that tha time haa 

COIW) to ume the peacr dividends for developrrent. BowevcDr, we numt 806 to it 

that ‘.he proqremr that has been achieved does not promote the erpaoaioo of 

trade in other kinds of W~Q~OLIII, which create misfortune for couotriea in the 

third world. 
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Tbs United Rationa ir now contirmod 8~ the univerosl Instrument of peace 

and International cooperation. Wo aaaoao that univerral Qimenaion not only In 

terms of the increased number of Member Gtater but alno in terms of the 

vitality and sffectivonoaa with which it defondm the valuem, principles and 

purpoass it la universally rocogotsod ne holding. Rut tho Organf tat Ion muat 

adapt to the rapid changes that are trsnaforming ‘he world 10 aa to meet the 

challenges of the final decade of the twentieth century aa we turn to those of 

t.hs next milleaium. 

The restored climate of pram and dialogue undoubtedly inepiros hope 

about the future c:f international relations. Let ua hope that this new era, 

devoted to world peace, will first and foremost engender conditioner favouring 

sound, fraternal international cooperation based on mutual assistance and 

solidarity. 

&,-.-M&NI (Djibouti) (interpretation from French): I wish firat of 

all, on behalf of my delegation and speaking peraonally, to convey to 

Ambassador Samir 6. Shihabi my sincere congratulations on his elect.ion to the 

presidency of the Genera: Assembly at its forty-sixth session. Our jCJy ia 

matched by our great pride at seeing him presiding over this important 

SOS~iOIl, which is taking place at a time when both the cold war and the Gulf 

War have ended. The Kingdom of Saudi hrabia and Djibouti not only are Arab 

nations with friendly relations. but alao share the same world vision. I t. 

goes without saying that knbaaaador Shihabi’a vast experience, diplomatic 

skill and just view of international problems make him a true leader who can 

guide us through a constructive and productive session. 
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~‘ta)~e this opportunity to convey to his predecessor, His Excellency 

it. Guide de l&arcO, Minister for FOrei@ Affairs Of tilta, Our appMCiation 

for 'Ae outstanding statesmanlike qualities he displayed during his tenure. 

As the term of Secretary-General Savier Peres de Cuellar drawa t0 gn end, 

it gives me great pleasure to pay him a sincere and respectful tribute for 

having succeeded with such talent in his difficult international mission. Bis 

tolerance, his tenacity. his discretion and his modesty deserve our 

admiration. He has earned our respect and gratitude with his mediation in 

ending the Iran-Iraq conflict and in calming hotbeds of tension such as 

Afghanistan, Western Sahara and, most recently, Central America. Despite 

serious obstacles, he has always worked to find lasting solutions to numerous 

thorny conflicts while seeking at the same time to make the international 

community aware of omissions and inadequacies in development programsme. 

We are happy also to welcome the admission of new Members to the great 

United Hations family. The historic changes on the international political 

scene no doubt made a large contribution to the admission of those countries. 

Our warmest congratulations go to the Republic of Korea, the Democratic 

People's Republic of Korea, the Republics of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, 

the Federated States of Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall Islands. 

Last year at this time Iraq's rash and destructive adventure0 the 

invasion of Kuwait, was in the forefront of international politics. A 

sovereign State had been the victim of the unbridled ambition of a more 

powerful neighbour. The Iraqi invasion flouted the fundamental principle of 

non-aggression. The sad consequences of that aggression are felt in Kuwait no 
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lesa than in Iraq: there has been major material destruction and enormous 

loss of life, and millions have become refugees. This remains a destabilising 

element in that region. 

We warmly and sincerely congratulate tbe Kmir and the Government of 

Kuwait, whose legitimacy and sovereignty have been restored. 

With the disastrous experience of the Gulf War, it has become 

increasingly urgent that we redefine tbe role OF the United Nations in the 

search for solutions to conflicts. To formulate a more just system of 

international security to maintain international peace and stability, the 

United Nations must give serious thought to a regional system of collective 

security, to conciliation and mediation and to ways of ensuring that the 

system survives. To that end, there must be multilateral diplomacy to settle 

the old economic and political problems. If  necessary, the Organioation must 

take preventive diplomatic action. To attain its lofty purposes, the United 

Nations must reflect on the concept and implementation of a global peace 

'process in line with the Charter purposes: "to save succeeding generations 

from the *courge of war" and "CO maintain international peace and security". 

During the last four decades the world has been subjected to super-Power 

rivalry in a fierce cold war. The collapse of communism and the end of its 

totalitarian ideology offer new opportunities to reduce tensions and promote 

democracy, human rights and individual freedoms. 

We are genuinely pleased to see the beginnings of an era of mutual trust 

among States. The arms-reduction Treaty signed in July by the two 

super-Powers and tbe proposals recently announced by United States President 

Bush, and the Soviet response to those proposals, are leading towards 

reductions in weapons of mass destruction, thus making a meaningful 

contribution to the cause of international peace and security. 
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But we murt follou carefully event8 in the Soviet Union. Recognit.~on of 

the aovareignty of tbe Baltic Statea and declaratlonm of independence by other 

States presage the disintegrat A 'n of the old Soviot empire. 

The Jiorn of Africs Jm a ragioa that suffer8 from chronic drought and 

falnina. Today It ir ravaged by l thntc and civil conflicta. In that part of 

the continent 10 million people each day are hungry. 

Recent ovrntm in Ethiopia and in Somalia have created ten8 of thousands 

of new refugees in the region. The Rspublfc of Djibouti alone providea refuge 

to 85,000. which is an enormous number given the sire of our population. 
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Despite its limited reaourcea, Djibouti is doing its best to help those 

refugees, but they are more and more becoming a burden for a country whose 

sacio-economic structures are already sorely tried. While keeping our borders 

open to populations at risk, we are still trying to find lasting political 

solutions to the problems of our neighbours. We conmend the efforts of the 

Secretary-General, who haa made several urgent appeals to the international 

community to help those countries that are afflicted by the double scourge of 

constant drought and civil war. 

To put an end to all of this suffering - at least the suffering caused by 

man - it is essential to demonstrate political will. An authoritarian and 

bloodthirsty regime which encouraged tribal rivalry plunged Somalia into chaos 

and called into question its very existence. Aa me Economist stated recently 

on the subject of Somalia, "the Government, if we take Government to mean a 

stable bureaucracy and a state of law, no longer esi8tagV. The tribal division 

inherited from the Siad Bar& government, economic collapse, anarchy and the 

spectre of famine, are haunting Somali society today. To all of these tragic 

elements can be added the fact that the northern part of Somalia is 

threatening to secede, thus jeopardiring the country's unity. 

Paithful to our policy of conciliation and respect for human life, our 

President, El Hadj Gouled Hasman AptiUon, appealed to all the movements and 

factions involved in the war to come and meet in Djibouti. After a 

preparatory conference, six of those movements participated in a second 

conference held in Djibouti from 15 to 22 July. Observers from 30 countries 

and international organisations took part in the conference. The peace 

agreement signed at Djibouti ia at present the only viable framework for the 

restoration of peace, national reconciliation and the establishment of a 

democratic process. 
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The colhpss of the old totalitarian regW should give all Somalis - 

whether from the north or the south - an opportunity to rebuild the country on 

new base5, thus responding to the true aspikations of the Somali people. 

As to the form the future State of Somalia rhould teker it is up to the 

Somalis to find the political and institutional framework that suits them 

best - unity or a friencllp separation. Caution must be exercised since the 

decision could have serious consequences. We voice the hope that the feeling 

of belonging to the seme communi ty will emerge strengthened from this trial. 

We uish to see peace establkhed, not only for humanitarian and fraternal 

reasons, but also because of the objective realities. The stability and 

economic d8VelOpment of Djibouti are very closely linked to stability and 

peace in the region. 

The tragic situation in Somalia leads us to believe that international 

action, similar to that undertaken by the Security Council to put an end to 

the fighting in Yugoslavia, would be desirable so that the nation of Somalia 

does not disappear completely. 

I em pleased to inform the Assembly that a transitional government of 

national union has runr been formed in Somalia. The new prime miniater expects 

to address the General Assembly at this session. 

We must also mention the sacrifices made by the people of Djibouti for 

the brotherly people of Somalia during the regime of Siad Barr6 and also since 

the fall of that regime. 

The peace proceaa in the Middle East, which was blocked for a long time 

because of Israeli intransigence. seems to be taking off again thanks to the 

far-reaching change8 in the international political situation and the tireless 

efforts of the United States Secretary of State, Mt. James Baker, who has been 

remarkably persevering in the face of Israeli obstinacy. 
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After the cease-fire in the Gulf War, President Bush promised to create 

new opportunities for peace and Stability ih the Middle East. Qn 

6 March 1991, he told Congress that his coImnitment to peace in the Middle East 

would not stop at liberating Kuwait. President Bush confirmed his attachment 

to global peace based on the principle of "land for peace", a guarantse of the 

security of Israel and a guarantee of the legitimate rights of the Palestinian 

people. I 

AU of these hopes simply collapsed because of the demends made by 

Israel, which wishes to establish and control the schedule or t-table for 

any talks. It also wants to impose arbitrary and restrictive conditions in 

order to prevent any legitimate representation of the Palestinian people frr 

general, and of the populationpf East Jerusalem in particular. 

Israel must accept the principle of land for peace. It must recognire 

the inalienable right8 of the Palestinian people, including their rigbt to 

create their OM State. 

The international community must shoulder its responsibilities and deal 

with the settlement policy in the occupied Arab territories. 

Not so long ago, we were all asking if De Klerk would be the instrument 

for change that South Africa needed , and today we are witnessing irrsvsr8ible 

changes. in particular, the complete dlamantling of the apartheid system. We 

pay a tribute to the courage of two outstanding individuals, Nelson ManUela 

and Prederik de Klerk. without whom this would not have been possfble. 

Xowever, although significant, the initiatives of De flerk do not quite 

measure up to the hopes of the black majority. The draft constitution 

proposed by the National Party on 4 September 1991 contains many positive 

elements although some of the provfsioae seem LntenUed to prevent the black 

majority from actually exercising power. 
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Under the De Klerk proposal, 30 million black African6 would have the 

right to vote, but a uhfte niiixity uould have a right of veto on major 

political d8cisionr. The creation of a collective presidency aud council of 

ministers se6m6 d66ig3ed Sh6plp to prevent the rub6 of the majority frou 

operating and, apparently, seek6 to preserve the privileges of the white 

minority. 

We beliew that the prOpo6dl CM 6erve a6 a basis for negotiations which 

will lead to the e6tabliShnraat of a dssocratic aad non-racial State; an& the 

peace plan approved by the two main black 6UXuU6ent6 will, we trust, put a6 end 

to the violence betwen rival faction6 and eSt8bli6b 606~3 kind of truqt. 

Hay I add how enthusia6tiC I au about the peace process initiated by the 

United Hati xith a view to 6 political settlewet of the conflict6 in 

Cmbodia, Afgha6i6tauaudWesternSahara. The 8earch for 188ting 6OlUtiOw 

will, of course, wet with mauy obstacles, but w are confident aud encouraged 

by the good vi11 that has been 6houn by the variou6 parties with a vieu to 

achieving genuiue reconciliation. 

Africa is suffering from stagnation and unending poverty. Moat countries 

lack th6 institutions and the reaource6 nece66ary to haw 66y significant 

impact on efforts to reduce poverty. A6 one African stated2 “Bwqwhere in 

Africa pou simply 6ee death and devastation." All of the economic indicator6 

- growth, world trade, direct investmrmt and industrial development - are 

falling while debt and the population are continuing to increase. We uust not 

forget the huusa 6uffering that is not shown in these figures. This suffering 

is aggravated hy general instability 6nd the civil wars which are raging in 

variou6 parts of hfrica. 
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C'uf coat.insnt 681863 aigntficaat ezternral aid to try to rePwe poverty, 

rr~trhaQne08 Phnfll famlae. bb @'FLY aware nf the need for rtructursl reform l o 

that Y% CM rwrv# to II market economy eat5 uo are alao in favour of the 

pol.i.t5cal rsformm that ate acuebed. We rsot to have glovsrnments that are 

renponaXble to their pcaaplas en4 abLa to meat their rishea, 
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With the emergence of a positive international climate, Africa's claims 

must be considered. Africa is seeking its place bere in the United Hations. 

It has tirelessly served the cause of peace and has sought to promote the 

ideals of the United flations with devotion. and yet there has never been an 

African Secretary-General of the United Nations since it was founded. Xou a 

new vorld order is being established on the basis of greater justice and 

equality, and we would express the Eope that an African candidate may becoms 

Secretary-General. 

Another issue of concern to my delegation is the environment. The 

developing countries are evan more likely to see their environment deteriorate 

because they are threatened by the double challenge af poverty and population 

pressures. Lasting economic growth cannot be conceived of if the environment 

is not protected, for the developing countries are dependent on their natural 

resources, such as the earth, the water and the forests. Those countries 

therefore need significant outside financing in order effectively to protect 

the environment. Ths United hations Conference on Environment and 

Development, to be held in Bit de Janeiro in June 1992, will make it possible 

for us to reach international agreements enabling us to protect our co-11 

future. 

Defore concluding, I should like to reaffirm the devotion of the Republic 

of Djibouti to the fundamental principles of the Charter of the United 

Hations. We have a vital interest in psace and in respect for human rights. 

These principles also underlie my country’s foreign policy, based on visdom 

and pragmatism. 
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Mr. PONSSU [Cape Verde) (spoke in Pottugueae; English tert 

furnished by the delegation): Ue take great pleasure in participating in this 

session of the General Assembly under the wise presidency of 

Ambassador Shihabi. Eis election to this high post is a tribute to his 

country, Saudi Arabia, for the enhance8 role it has been playing in 

international relations, and is at the ssms time public recognition of his 

personal and professional qualities as an experienced and accomplished 

diplomat. We wish him every success in the accomplishment of his mandate and 

we pledge to him all our cooperation as he discharges his &ifficult but also 

noble task. 

To his predecessor, Mr. Guido de Marco, we express our appreciation for 

the dedicated and competent manner in which he led the work of the forty-fifth 

session. 

I should like to take this opportunity to congratulate the 

Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, on the successes registered in 

various fields and ou hia personal cormsitment to helping find peaceful 

solutions for international conflicts. Under his leadership the United 

Nations, after mauy years of stagnation, has had a productive period in 

pursuance of its purposes and in the implementation of its principles. 

We warmly welcome the admission as new Merbers of the Organisation of the 

Republic of Korea, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Estonia. 

Lithuania and Latvia, as well as the Federated States of Micronesia and the 

Marshall Islanda. The admission of these seven countries is an important 

event in international politics which contributes towards the consolidation of 

the ideal of universality of the United Nations and is the result of the 

profound political changes that the world has undergone over recent years. 
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He are ritneamitq the dam of n now l ra in the life of peoples an8 in the 

relations among nationa. The world im undaryoiny profound national changer 

and adjustmanta, whore final rsrults will, we hopn, he the redefinition of 

International relationa, thim time based upon mutual roapect, the freedom and 

self-determination of peoples, respect for the democratic ideal and human 

rights, and economic cooperation between States. A new international order 

seems to be taking rhapo and consolidating aftar decader of political 

frustrations and uncertainties inherited from the Second World War. 

The relationa among State8 have been in the past, and in large mea(Iure 

still are, very much influence& by the pressure exerted by some countries over 

others, by the policies of spheres of influence, by violations of fundamental 

norms govarning relations among nationa and by rconomic disparity between the 

North and the South, which have givan rise to mnormoua poverty and left a 

sireabls area of the planet economically underdeveloped. 

On the other hand, at the national level, the history of the peoples has 

recorded painful episodes of flagrant violations of fundamental human rights, 

political repression and the denial of liberty to the citizens. The new world 

order, which is talked ahout so much nowadays and which I am sure most of us 

would like to see taking hold, should be based upon different premises and 

pursue objectives that more adequately meet the requirements and the humanism 

of our time. 

The ongoing political changes in the world are most encouraging. The 

upsurge in the affirmation of the right of sel.f-determination end in.dependence 

of peoples in countries that not long ago felt powerless to assert their will 

and give expression to their freedom, na well a6 the dsaire for democracy 

expressed throughout the world, seemn to foretel! the emergence of thi3 new 

war Id. 
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cm * ?VRlOCQ, Cane Verde 1 
Today more than ever heform, dewmcracy im nought sftmr by the pooplas of 

the world, whatever their developmental statue, cultural bachground or 

history. The indomitable desire for freedom and aspiration8 to democracy are 

today shared t.hroughout the world. 

In the count.riee of Eastern Europe. the monolithic power structure which 

for decades suppreseed the legitimate aspirationa of their citlrenn ia now 

falling apart, in the face of the deep desire for freedom and the espresaed 

will of the peoplea to take their destinies into thefir own hands. 

In Africa the peoples are becoming rsstlssn and reacting againet the 

economic and social backwardness in which they find themselves as a result of, 

among other factorr, negative policies implemented over the years. All over 

the contineni: the peoples are clearly demonstrating their will.in9nesr to 

shoulder the renponribility for their destinies, to express their political 

aspirations in freedom, to redefine their objectives and to rethink their 

political organirations on the basis of the values of pluralism and respect 

for the dignity of the human being. 
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The recent political changnn that took place in Cspe V~rde are to be 

vlswed within the context of the current social movement. for profound 

political. changes in Africa and arc) part and parcel of the sxpreuaion of the 

anma desire for libsrty and the fruit of the same aspiration of all peoples 

for real democracy. 

Through free and fair dt!bmOcrBtic electiona that reflected the sspirations 

of ite people, Cape Verde han today a government that operates within the 

ConfineD of democratic institutions and with strict respect for the freedom 

and political riclhts of all citizens. 

The democratic proceas taking place in Cape Verde is, because of its 

merioulne8m, a valuable contribution to the global effort of democratixstion 

and respect. for the liberty and fundbmental rights of all human beings. 

With the establishment of (I democratic society, we believe we have 

created the conditfonr that wil.1 allow the Cape Vsrdean people to engage 

freely and enthusiastically in the building of a better and more just future 

for itself. 

We witness in many countries a climate conducive to human rights 

violations. Although we all preach adherence to international norms and 

proclaim the need to protect human righta, the fact of the matter is that we 

still live in a world where arbitrary imprisonment, torture and the denial of 

the most fundamental human rights predominate. Every day in various corners 

of the world there are people who suffer and die at the handa of those who, to 

preserve the political status quo, disregard the most elementary rights of the 

citizens. 

Unfortunately, the vioJat.iun of human I iyht.s seems t-o be a universal 

plague. In countries where R mono1 it.hic structure of power predominates, t-he 
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(ma F.QllN~~~ . CARa .!md4) 

violation of human rights ir normally rooted in n rimed to preaorvo politlcal 

power. In aome aantrlms that recaivo migrant workerr - although moot of the 

time governed by democratic regimes - one ultomsmrm violationm of human rightm 

on the basis of the dircrimination to which those migrant workorr fall 

victim. In nome countries with diverso cultural and ethnic groupm. violations 

of humon rights nre alao translated Into the denial of right6 to the ethnic or 

cultural minorities. 

Any violation of human righta. whether to attain certain political 908111 

or pursue aome economic objectives or baaed on cultural, ethnic or other 

considerations, should be condemned outrl9ht by the United Nations. 

He believe that the United Nationa should be more active in the search 

for a solution of .,thess and other weak areas of our international activity in 

the protection of human righta. The existing United Nations machanisms and 

the current applicable legal instrumanta deserve a more focused attention on 

the part of all those who arc) aarious about the protection of human rights as 

a major endeavour on ths United Nations agenda in today’8 world. 

Tho naed for better mechanisms and for more efficient United Nations 

action in theae fields becomes evident in situations of civil war where 

systematic, qrosa and ganeralited violations of human rights auuwne alarming 

proportions. 

Lately we have witnessed all sorts of crimes against the populatione of 

certain countries torn by civil war. from arbitrary imprisonment to 

indiscriminate killing. What fa even more alarming is that the United Nationa 

witnesses all these crimea, incapable of taking measures to uavo lives or 

protect the defenceleaa population. 
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Erlatla9 Unltod Nationa uchaniama ara Ineffoctiva in coping with much 

aI tuat.iona. Although the prlnciplo of l overolgnty of couatrlma I8 sacred to 

all of uu and one that we l tnunchly dafand, wo bellevo thst aovareignty should 

be seen aa a ahleld to protect the prop10 8814 not aa an laatrument, a weapon 

to be uasd sgainat their basic righta or to annlhilato them. 

Wo believe that tho conditions ahould ba created In the United Hstioaa to 

reepond affectbvaly to these unfortunate aituationa in order to protect 

defenceless populationa end ahiold then froa atrocitiaa. In thia context we 

share the idea8 erpraaaed by tho Secretary-General in bin report on the work 

of the Qrganiastion. 

On the other hand, violations of tha rights of minorities arm alao a 

source of concarn for ua. Cape Verde ia a country with a homoganoua 

population without any significant cultural or ethnic minorities. Wa none the 

less remain sensitive to acta of discrimination Against minoritioa and to any 

violation of their rights. 

We believe that no group, however large, has the right to preach: nor 

should it have the arrogance to impose lass favourable treatment on another 

group, horsver small it might be. Every individual, by virtue of his own 

human nature, is endowed with the same rights and deserving of equal 

protection irrespective of his birthplace, skin colour, economic condition, 

ethnic background or political or religious convictions. Here again the 

United Nations needs to strengthen its existing mechanisms with a view to 

providing effective protection for minorities. 

We hope that the World Conference on Human Rights, scheduled to take 

place in 1093 in Rsrlin under t-he auspices of the United Nations, will help 

find an answer to those prob!ams. 
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I f  today democracy aoomm to be part of our co-n culture and respect for 

the protection of human righta deaorvor the rupporrt of all countri@b, then 

aconomic development should equally be a major concern to ue all. Democracy 

and the protection of humsn righte do not by themselves warrant tho 

much-needed politlcal atability of nstionr. Dmbocrscy and human right6 slona 

cannot ensure the well-being and happinosr of pmoplor and are certainly not a 

aubetitute for eCOnOmiC development. Certainly, democracy and the protection 

of human right8 arm indirpenrablo condition8 for creating a favourable climate 

for dsvcrlopmeot, but development that ia in and of itself an important factor 

in consolidating democracy also requires human and materiel reaourcen and a 

policy mimed et creating a promperou8 and wealthy society. 

The developing countries have long rtruggled to create better living 

conditions for their populationr. Uany of theme countries LWWII to have lost 

the ntruggle owing to various negative factorr, among them a negative econcmic 

climate, notwithstanding enormoul efforts undertaken. 

We believe it to be in the intere8t of the international conmnunity that 

development problem8 be eeen and solved a8 global problems affsctfng all of UE. 
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There cannot be any doubt today that the poverty of peoples has a direct 

impact on the environmental conditions which have a negative repercutrsion on 

the quality of our lives. On the other hand, underdevelopment and the poverty 

it generates are a constant source of political and social instability, whose 

negative impact on the world economy is evident. 

We have come to a stage in international affairs where everything seems 

to depend on everything else. We believe that now that there seems to be a 

more realistic approach towards dealing with international issues, we should 

take advantage of this unique historical opportunity to face economic problems 

that for long have been crippling the political stability and the social 

fabric of developing nations. 

The idea of a new world order requires serious consiUeratioa of the 

economic problems which have plunged millions upon millions of human beings 

into misery. which have kept the majority of countries in a constant state of 

political instability, and which have been a negative factor in the process of 

democratization. 

Here again, we share the view expressed by the Secretary-General that 

perhaps the time has come to reactivate the process of global negotiations. 

The reactivation of global negotiations is an issue as momentous as the fact 

that the poverty affecting a sizeable portion of the world's populations and 

the underdevelopment of many countries also have harmful consequences - more 

obvious today than ever before - on the environment. 

The neglect of the environment ever the centuries and the uncontrolled 

econonic exploitation during past decades have had catastrophic results 

throughout the world. The danger to the environment that we face today is 

well documented: rain that does not fall, land that becomes desert, 
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roremta that disappear, 8psclm8 that become extinct, the osone layor thst 10 

depletcad. and a host of other environmental problems. These envl ronmental 

problems require prompt global solutions. The ia8ue of t.he environment, 

perhaps more than any other on the international agenda, in a clear enamp of 

the necessity to tackle collectively all the global problema we face today. 

If  we want to find adequate cures for environmental ailments - and we 

shall have t.o find them, for what is at stake is our own survival - we should, 

st t.he name time, endeavour to solve the economic problema, a main factor in 

the degradstion of the environmsnt. The dangers to the environment have been 

identified and there is a deep awareness of the necessity to protect the 

environment. 6olution8 that are required to correct the mistaker of the past 

are within our reach. Political courage is, however, necessary to ensure the 

mean8 and the resource8 to solve the environmental problems. 

The Confetence on Environment and Development, to take place in Braril in 

1992, will give UB a unique opportunity seriously to evaluate the 

environmental situation with a view to finding realistic solutions. Cape 

Verde, a country seriously affected by drought and desertification, attaches 

the greatest importance to this Conference. The United Nations will have an 

opportunity there to play ar; important role in ostabliahing world policies to 

protect our common environment. 

The United Nations is becoming increasingly important in a world where 

ylohal problems can be only solved through collective decisions. 

International peace and security depends today more than ever before on 

collective actiona by the United Nations. We rejoice in ita increasingly 

active role in the preservation of the peace and security of nations, 

particularly the small nations. 
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In thin conta%t, it yivar un particular eatinfsction to l ao Kuwait todsy 

restored am a roverelgn and independent country, In a11 it8 dignity. We hopm 

that event.8 like thim an@, which profoundly rhook the world, will never again 

take place. The Cull crisie once again emphasised the fundamental and central 

role of the United Nstionr as the only guarantor of the soverelpnty and 

independence of nations, ae well aa the imperative necessity for countries to 

respect the principle of the non-use of force Jn their international relations 

and to observe, at all costs. the United Nations principle of the peaceful 

eettlement of disputer. 

The security of Cape Verde, an a small country, aa well a8 that of many 

other countrien Memborm of the Organisation, depends OD respect for, and the 

increased aesrrtivenems of, international law. ?or ~8, strict observance of 

the Charter principloa and norma is of particular significance in creating and 

preserving a stable world. 

Xn this framework, we feel duty-bound to remind all countries here 

represented of the untold suffering still being inflicted upon the Bant 

Timorese people, whose right of self-determination has been blatantly denied, 

in flagrant violation of the principles and norms of decoloniration. We think 

it is high time that all peace-loving countries really conunitted to defending 

the Charter principlea supported the East Timoreae people’s right of 

aelf-determination, with a view to putting an end to the colonial and illegal 

occupation of this Territory, in accordance with United Nations precepts. we 

believe that rnnewed efforts should be made to that end. In this regard, it 

is our view that countries that bear a special responsibility in the United 

Nations should play a pivotal role in helping find a United Nations solution 
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for the Eamt Timor l ltumtlon. It will bo dlfflcult, l m~almlly ia the content 

of a neu world otdar, for tharo countrlen to conviacm thr uorltl that they uro 

l orlour about l nsuria9 that the prlnclplrm and nofmm of the Charter ata 

rerpwtod and upheld by all nmtlorm if they themaalvw tuta a blind l yo to thr 

coloalol rltuatloa ol tart Timor. 

On thm other hand, um are qlsd to noto that a paawful wchanlrn ham bon 

found for the Wemtora 6ahara quertlon. We mslntala that thr Zrmnevork far the 

solution of thlm question ir the one defined In the Unitad Watlonm paass 

plan. We bellovo that for thm plan to ba fully inplmmntod, am l nvirsgod, the 

partlea concerned should cooperate with the Smcretary43onersl and honour their 

comnitmontm aa well an the results of the tmtorondum, with all ltm 

implications. 
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The new world that seems to be unfolding before us should be guided by 

tie philosophy of respect for f&e principles ead &orma of iateraatioael law 

and by the recogaition of the role of the Waited Nations, first and foremost 

the Security Council, in the settlement of interaational conflicts. 

after #xe confrontational era that characterised Becades of cold war and 

the ideological warfare that thwarted the important Uaited Nations function of 

maintaining peace and security, the Security Council is today in a favourable 

position to become an effective collective instrument to ensure respect for 

interaatioaal legality cad intpose observeace of the principles and aorme which 

govern peaceful ead harmonious relations among States. 

It fs evident that today no single country, however developed aa% 

whatever its military might, tea alone solve the problems that affect all 

nations. It hes become clear that glob&l problems require global responses 

that tea oalp be found withia an% through the collective action of the United 

Nations. 

In order to respond promptly aad adequately to these aad other 

international seeds, the United Nations will have to adapt to the requirements 

of to%ay’s world. This adaptation will call for some coacrete reforms in the 

Orgeaizatioa aa% its Charter. The see% for United Nations reform has already 

led to son-4 administrative and financial adjustments in its structure aa% more 

recently in the functioning of the Economic and Social Council. The increased 

'lope that the peoples of the world 8eem to place in the United Nations as a 

forum to solve important problems affectTng the world might also require 

a%justmeata in its political urgeas and institutioas. 

We believe, houever, that any United Nations reform should be oriented 

not towards creating aeu spheres of influence or ascribing special powers aad 

privileges to certain countries. but should be gxi%e% by the abjectives of a 
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new world order base62 on justice amongst nations, tbe sovereign equality of 

all countri8sr tbe 8gual participation of all me&r5 in international 

decisions on collective issuee, the protection of States against aggression, 

and international economic cooperation. 

Th8 last decades of this century have spavned many dangerous and complex 

events - conflicts between states: catastrophic economic situation5 that have 

condemned mauy generation5 to misery: abuses of ana crimes against human 

righto; political agitations and permanent world tension *uncler the threat of a 

nuclear holocaust. 

St is satisfying to note to&y, however, that the last year8 of the last 

decade initiated a totally new climate of political b in the morla and 

brewed a number of political event8 whose paitfve effects on the relationship 

b8tw8en nation6 gave a neu di5w35ion to the activity of this Organization and 

made possible political cooperation between the two major Pou8rs. These 

Uevelopraents augur well for our COBIDO~ future, which ve hope will be more 

peaceful aa aevotea to cooperation betw8en countries. 

The intsrnational aituation unfoiafq before us bleema t0 ennounce a aem 

era in our collective endeavours. an era governed by valuee to be univ8rsally 

obsrtrvea, such as respect for the political aspirations and sslf-dstsrminatfon 

of peoples: collective measurea to protect the environmsnt: universal respect 

for fundsmental human rights; increased international economic cooperation? 

and respect for international law and Unitea Pations deci5foas. Only a neu 

international order that promotes those value5 can ea8ur8 our collective 

survival. 


